
2023-2024 ACADEMIC YEAR

Age 5
How the World Works

NEWSLETTERNEWSLETTER

So, here's all the exclusive updates
on what we did during our English

activities...

An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between

the natural world (physical and biological) and human societies; how

humans use their understanding of scientific principles; and the impact

of scientific and technological advances on society and the environment.

During the transdisciplinary theme of ‘’How the World Works’’, we

inquired into the depths of our solar system asking questions, making

the learning process enjoyable and age-appropriate, combining inquiry-

based methods with fun activities to spark curiosity and exploration.
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C.c.LC.c.L
Child centered learnıngChild centered learnıng

Students played planet
bingo with numbers that

were written on the
planets. They used planet

names and repeated the
numbers.

Each activity was designed
for students to use their

different skills.

Students explored classroom
materials with bingo cards.

After they found each
material, they found

classroom materials in the
classroom.



COOKINGCOOKING
TIME!TIME!

Face Sandwich
1 package of sliced bread
(head)
1 slice of cheese (face)
cherry tomatoes (nose)
cucumbers  (eyes or ears)
olives (eyes)
red peppers  (mouth)
lettuce (hair)

Slice the vegetables and be creative! 
Make your own face as you wish.

HOW TO MAKE A FACE SANDWICH

Popcorn

We popped popcorn and divided it into two. We made salty and sweet popcorn. You can
enjoy it during a movie night too!

Popcorn kernels
Olive oil
Salt
Honey

THE POPCORN SONG



BACKYARD OBSTACLE
COURSE IDEAS

MOVE YOUR BODY ACTION
VIDEO

P.E AND
OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES

The 5-year-old students played hide and
seek and tag during outdoor games.

During the PE activities, they did obstacle
course training and worked on their

balance in the gymnastics salon. They
have been improving in their use of

English. This is making learning much
easier.



FUNFUNFUN
TECHTECHTECH

</>  During our FunTech activities, we played games that were related
to our topics for the week.

</>  We did a color by number activity where students
colored one of the eight planets and then reenacted

how they travel around the sun.

</>  We played a Genki English game where they
reviewed numbers to make a Rocket to learn more

about space.

</>  We played an Abcya game where we built a snowman
to talk about the winter season.



We listened and watched a read
aloud story about our solar system

We watched a kid-E-cats new years story to talk about weather new
years and winter related topics.

We watched the stickman animated story for
reviewing different seasons and talked
about what happened during the story.

Story o’clock



QR CODES
Here are some QR codes to some of the stories and

songs we listened to in class so you can enjoy them at
home too!

STARS SONGPLANETS SONG

MONTHS OF THE YEAR
SONG

PEPPA PIG SPACE
ADVENTURE

HELLO SANTA SONG LETTER N LETTER C

days of the
week song

EIGHT PLANETS 
song

THE LOST STARS
BOOK

NEW YEAR
VOCABULARY

WE'RE GOING ON
A ROCKET SHIP



QR CODES
Here are some QR codes to some of the stories and

songs we listened to in class so you can enjoy them at
home too!

LETTER HLETTER K

FIND LETTER H FIND LETTER N

seasons song seasons song DAY&NIGHT
BOOK

LETTER E

LETTER K PUZZLE

seven contınents
song

THE ALPHABET DANCELETTER C PUZZLE



SNAPSHOTS
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SNAPSHOTS




